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TEACHER’S AWARD JUDGING SCORE SHEET
TEACHER’S NAME CITIZENSHIP 

(1-25 Points)
INNOVATION 
(1-25 Points)

RESOURCES 
(1-25 Points)

PASSION 
(1-25 Points)

TOTAL 
(Possible 100 Points)

Judging Criteria 

Citizenship:
(1-25 points)

On a scale of 1-25, to what extent does the teacher encourage and/or model good  
citizenship and community involvement?

Innovation: 
(1-25 points)

On a scale of 1-25, how much innovation (new ideas, new tools, new resources, and new  
approaches) does this teacher utilize in the classroom?  Does this teacher’s effort reflect an ongoing 
desire to stimulate the students with new things?

Resources: 
(1-25 points)

On a scale of 1-25, to what degree has this teacher demonstrated an ability to identify and utilize 
new and exceptional resources to fund, facilitate and provide materials for his or her classroom?  
Does this teacher tap into outside agencies, organizations and individuals to acquire materials and 
expertise in the classroom?As an example – bringing speakers, finding in-kind and monetary  
donations, or utilizing local opportunities like museums, field trips and local events.

Passion: 
(1-25 points)

On a scale of 1-25, to what degree does this teacher appear to be passionate about the profession of 
teaching?  Are they regularly seeking to upgrade their skills?  Do they try and find ways to encourage 
their students?  Do they take a personal interest in their student’s individual success?

NOTE:  Judges should be carefully selected, preferably from individuals who have classroom experience and understand the  
challenges of teaching.  They should never have any affiliation with the nominees or the schools where the nominees teach.  
While it may be necessary to use VFW and its Auxiliary members, it is preferred that judges come from outside our ranks to avoid 
the appearance of impropriety.  During the judging, the chairman should facilitate and observe but refrain from offering his or her 
observations on the candidates.  The judges are encouraged to discuss the candidates but must arrive at their own numerical  
evaluation using the grid above.  Make sure all judges are kept aware of the progress of the teachers they have judged and are  
invited to any awards presentations

DATE ________________  POST# ________________ GRADE LEVEL   K-5  6-8   9-12

JUDGE’S NAME (Please Print) ________________________________________________________________________________

JUDGE’S SIGNATURE _________________________________________________________________________________________
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